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Range Officer I and II (RO I and RO II) 

classes were held at the Billings Rod and Gun 
Club for Montana Territory Peacemakers shoot-

ers on March 18, 2017.   
     Attendees included Backstrap Bill, Lilly 
Blossom, Grizzly Bill, Miz Griz, Kid Kansas, 

Galloping Swede, Doc Money, Shotgun Keggar, 
Latigo, Colorado Coolade, Muggins Taylor, An-
gel, Dally John, Tough Eye Jones, Bugler, Two  

Gun Montana, and Homestake. 
     COL Reed took the class through the vari-

ous rules for shooter categories, penalties for 
breaking the rules, and range safety considera-
tions.  At the end of the instruction, partici-

pants were tested on their knowledge.  When 
the testing was completed (everyone passed), 

COL Reed presented a sample match stage to be set up and analyzed by the class.  The 
stage was very complex with 4 pistols (or two pistol reloads), a 5 round rifle reload, and 
lots of movement.  Some members of the class thought it would be a fun stage to shoot 

and plan to adapt a version to be shot at one of 
the local matches.  
     COL Reed also told 

the class that SASS 
will be consolidating 

the two RO Handbooks 
and the Shooters 
Handbook into one 

handbook.  This will 
eliminate contradic-
tions among the hand-

books and ease access 
to the rules and re-

quirements. 
     The current ver-

sions of the Shooters 

and Range Officer I and II Handbooks are located on the SASS 
website at www.sassnet.com.   All shooters should be familiar 

with the contents of the Shooters Handbook and some knowledge 
of the Range Officer Handbooks would be beneficial. 
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     The Lord must have needed another cowboy 

shooter in heaven as Kid Kansas was called to big 

the roundup in the sky on Saturday, April 8, 2017. 

     Born in Emporia, Kansas in 1951, Kid Kansas 

(aka Scott Harr) moved to Montana with his family 

in 1964.  He was a Marine veteran and served in 

Vietnam. 

     Kid Kansas started shooting Cowboy Action 

with the Montana Territory Peacemakers in 2012 

and thoroughly enjoyed trying to outshoot Mustang 

Maddie. 

     A memorial service will be held at 2 p.m., May 

5, 2017, at First Presbyterian Church located at 13th 

and Poly Drive in Billings.  Cowboy attire is en-

couraged. 



MTP Times:  Thanks, Latigo, for 
providing this issue’s “Shooter 
Profile.”  Tell us, how did and/or 
why did you choose your Alias?   
Latigo:  Well, when I thought 
about my alias, I considered all 
the usual names.  As I went 
through the SASS website look-
ing at those names and seeing 
that those and a bunch of others 
were already taken I realized I 
wanted something unique to me, 
so Lascivious Latigo was born.  
Latigo was the easy part, I like to 
tool and make things with 
leather, but plain old “Latigo” 
was already taken so I had to 
add a second part to it and since 
I’m a dirty old man “Lascivious” 
just fit right in. 
 

MTP Times: How long have you 
been shooting Cowboy Action? 
Latigo:  I think I’m working on 
my fourth year.  
 

MTP Times:  Why did you start 
shooting Cowboy Action?   
Latigo:  A former co-worker, 
who knew I enjoyed guns, in-
vited me to come check out this 
club that shoots monthly, 
dresses in cowboy gear and 
mostly likes to have a good time.  
If I recall, the first match I at-
tended was a February .22 
match.  The rest as they say is 
history.  
 

MTP Times:  What do you like 
about Cowboy Action Shooting?
Latigo:   Shooting my guns with 
purpose.  Spending time with 
like-minded individuals (most of 

’em anyway) and sharing what I 
consider a wholesome activity 
with others.  But mostly it’s just 
shooting my guns 
 

MTP Times:  What guns do you 
shoot and why?  Have you shot 
others?  Why did you change? 
Latigo:   I shoot .44 Vaqueros, 
mostly because I had one when I 
started.  I bought the original one 
because I liked the style and feel 
of that particular gun and it’s built 
to last.  I also shoot a Rossi M94 
in .44 Mag, yea I know, lots of 
folks hate those, they are re-
ported to have cycling issues, 
blah, blah, blah.  I guess I got a 
good one because it has served 
me very well and hasn’t had any 
issues.  I’ve done minimal work to 
it, mostly just slicking up the mov-
ing parts and changing out the 2 
ton springs the factory installed.  I 
also shoot a Stoeger Coach gun, 
which after being slicked up a bit 
is also a very good low cost gun.  
I’ve shot a few others, Uberti’s, 
and Marlins and Pietta’s, which 
are all good as well.  I continue to 
like what I am currently shooting 
and don’t see any changes in the 
near future. 
 

MTP Times:  Where all do/have 
you shot matches?   
Latigo: Just here in Billings.  I 
have a few other interests that 
have limited my ability to travel 
and shoot at the other clubs.   I 
do plan on getting out and about 
in the future. 
MTP Times: Have you held any 

club positions, been match direc-
tor, written scenarios, built/ con-
tributed props (which ones)???  
Latigo:  Yes, currently sitting 
club Chairman, and I have been 
Match Director, Posse Marshall, 
Stage/Scenario writer, prop 
builder, equipment repairman, 
and proponent for our sport.  I co
-wrote the first Zombie match 
and wrote last year’s as well.  I 
believe the most difficult part 
about stage writing is not shoot-
ing it incorrectly during the 
match… 
 

MTP Times:  Anything new or 
different you'd like to see at our 
matches?   
Latigo:  I like the way stage writ-
ers have tried to change things 
up.  We need to push the 
boundaries and keep the 
matches fun and challenging.  I’d 
like to see more shooters offer a 
hand in writing stages and taking 
on any of the various Match du-
ties.  I believe doing so would 
give folks a better perspective on 
why our sport operates the way it 
does. 
 

MTP Times:  What other types 
of shooting do you do?  Hunting? 
Latigo:    I do hunt when I can 
and I do like to shoot modern 
sporting arms. 
 

MTP Times:  Do you reload?  If 
so, how long have you been re 
loading?  Smokeless?  Black 
Powder?  Any advice for reload-
ers?   

Continued on Page 4 
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Latigo:  I do reload and have been doing that 
since I started.  I reload only smokeless, both me-
tallic and shotshells.  I’m currently reloading about 
7 calibers on a consistent basis.  Between casting 
my own bullets and reloading my own shells I al-
ways have “something” to keep me busy. 

MTP Times: Anything else you'd like other shoot-
ers to know about you???  Any advice for new 
shooters?   
Latigo:  I recall being a bit overwhelmed when I 
first started, so much to learn, trying to remember 
all the rules, trying not to shoot anyone.  What 
helped me the most was when I stopped caring 
about how fast I could shoot a stage.  I soon real-
ized that by forgetting about shooting fast, I actually 
improved my times.  I’m certain that if I actually 
practiced a little, that would help as well.  My best 
advice, be safe and have fun, accuracy and speed 
will eventually improve, or maybe it won’t, either 
way, be safe and have fun. 

Cowboy/Cowgirl Profile 

          

“Lascivious 

Latigo” 

Montana Territory Peacemakers Again Host Big Sky State Games Cowboy 

Action Match in July—Registration To Open Soon 

The Montana Territory Peacemakers (MTP)  are 
partnering again this year with the Big Sky 
State Games (BSSG) to host Cowboy Action 
Shooting as a BSSG shooting event. 
     The event will be held on July 22 (4th Satur-
day of the month—normal MTP match date).   
This match will be a six (6) stage match with a 
round count of 60 rifle, 60 pistol, and 25+ shot-
gun for all categories except the Sod Buster 
categories.  Rifle and shotgun round count for 
the Sod Buster categories remains the same de-
pending upon which is used.  Pistol round 
count is 30. 
     IMPORTANT:  To shoot the July match, 
you will need to register with the Big Sky 
State Games.  Registration for BSSG shoot-
ing events opens in May.  As Cowboy Action 
Shooting participants are limited to the first 
50 shooters, early registration is recom-
mended and encouraged.  On site registration 
the day of the match will be allowed up to the 
maximum number of shooters. 
     Registration for BSSG shooting events is $20 
for the first event and $5 for each additional 
shooting event.  In addition to the registration 
fee, there will be a $5 target fee payable at 
check-in the day of the match. 
     Categories for the match include:  Bucka-

roos, Young Guns, Cowboy/Cowgirl, 49er, Sen-
ior, Elder Statesman/Elder Stateswoman, Duel-
ist, Frontier Cartridge, Sod Buster (over age 16), 
and Young Sod Buster (age 16 and under). 
     For additional information, registration, etc. 
check out the Big Sky State Games Home Page 
and the Big Sky State Games Cowboy Action 
Shooting  web site/page. 
    As with all BSSG registrations (prior to the 
cutoff), participants will receive a T-shirt and a 
ticket to the BSSG opening ceremonies which 
will be held July 15.  Cowboy Action Shooters 
can participate in the “Parade of Ath-
letes” (along with shooters of other disciplines) 
during the opening ceremonies.  

https://bigskygames.org/
https://bigskygames.org/sports/shooting_cowboy/
https://bigskygames.org/sports/shooting_cowboy/
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Cowboy Recipe 

“A man’s gotta eat!” 

Cowboy Spuds 

 

    Some of these ingredients most likely weren’t 

available to the chuckwagon dough puncher, but 

since the name is “cowboy” spuds, we’ve included 

it here for your gustatory enjoyment. 

 

Ingredients (for 2 servings): 
 2 medium potatoes 

 1/2 lb Colby cheese—shredded 

 1 6 oz can of mushrooms or 12 oz fresh mush-

rooms sliced and sautéd 

 1/2 lb ground beef, browned, and drained 

 4 Tbsp sour cream 

 Salt and pepper to taste 

 Chopped green onions to taste 

 3 slices of bacon fried crisp and crumbled 
 

Directions:   
 Bake potatoes, split in quarters lengthwise, fill 

with ingredients and serve. 

Upcoming Events Schedule 

April 
4/17 MTP Monthly Club Meeting   
4/22 MTP Monthly Match     
 Sign-up 8:00 a.m.     
 Match Begins 9:00 a.m. 

 Match Director – TBD     
 Stage Writer – Grizzly Bill     
  **Special Event** “25 Seconds  
   or Less”  
 

May 
5/ 6 New Shooter Class – BR&G Club   
5/11 Practice   
5/13 CHJC/HLD monthly match-Cody   
5/15 MTP Monthly Club Meeting   
5/20 Custer County Stranglers monthly 
  match – Miles City   
5/27 MTP Monthly Match and Swap Meet   
 Sign-up 8:00 a.m.     
 Match Begins 9:00 a.m.     
 Match Director – TBD     
 Stage Writer –Homestake     
 **Special Event** The Great 2017 
     Muggins Taylor Rifle Reload Relay 
 

June   
6/3 CHJC/HLD match - Powell   
6/8 Practice   
6/17 Custer County Strangler monthly 
  match – Miles City   
6/17-18 Quigley Match   
6/19 MTP Monthly Club Meeting   
24-25 MTP Two Day Monthly Match     
 Sign-up 8:00 a.m.     
 Match Begins 9:00 a.m.     
 Match Director – TBD     
 Stage Writer – Bugler     
  **Special Event** TBD  

Comments 
Feel free to provide your comments and sugges-
tions for future Montana Territory Peacemaker 
newsletters to  mtpeacemakers@gmail.com with a 
subject of “Newsletter Comments.” 

mailto:mtpeacemakers@gmail.com
mailto:mtpeacemakers@gmail.com
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     The Contest:  We spend a bunch of our time at our Cowboy Action Shooting matches be-
hind other shooters, as counters, waiting in line to load or unload, loaded and waiting to 
shoot, or just plain spectatin’.  In view of this recurring actuality, the editorial staff of the Montana Territory 
Peacemakers (good) Times has devised this “Whose Backside Is It” contest to test your observatory prowess.  
Whether or not you participate, hopefully you won’t be too funkified and can enjoy at least a small squinny. 
(See MTP (good) Times, Volume II, Issue 8). 
     The Rules:  1)  If you fail to identify your own backside, you are disqualified (yes, we know this is a harsh 
rule since most of us can’t see our own backside).  2)  If you don’t want your backside used in the con-
test, you must so inform the editorial staff immediately (for six of you, you are already too late).  3)  All 
identifications for each issue’s backside selections must be received at contest headquarters before the publi-
cation of the next newsletter issue.  Since no one knows when that will be, best get them in right away. 4)  
The judges’ decisions/determinations are final.  5)  You need not be present to win. 
     Contest Duration:  The contest will last as long as: there are sufficient backsides for identification; until a 
clear winner can be determined; the readership participation declines; someone complains; and/or the edito-
rial staff tires of administering the contest. 
     Contest Prizes:  One or more prizes (as yet to be determined) will be awarded the winner(s).  Prizes are 

guaranteed to be of at least 
the quality, character, and 
nature as the gifts exchanged 
at the annual Christmas Party 
white elephant gift exchange. 
     Where to Send Your En-
tries:  E-mail your entries to: 
ar129@aol.com with the sub-
ject “MTP Newsletter Back-
side Contest” or, if that’s too 
much typin’, “MTP BS Con-
test” will do.  Backsides must 
be identified by alias and 
number. 

First Ever 

Newsletter Contest 
 

“Whose Backside is it” 

Backside # 5 Backside # 6 

News You Can Use 

Remington is offering a rebate on STS target load shot shells 

through April 30.  Here’s the link to this and other Remington 

rebate offers.    https://www.remington.com/rebates-promotions 

 

A Winchester rebate available for centerfire pistol ammunition. 

http://www.winchester.com/library/special-offers/Pages/2017-

Centerfire-Rebate.aspx 
 

https://www.remington.com/rebates-promotions
http://www.winchester.com/library/special-offers/Pages/2017-Centerfire-Rebate.aspx
http://www.winchester.com/library/special-offers/Pages/2017-Centerfire-Rebate.aspx
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Swap Meet at May Match 
     A swap meet will be held in conjunction with the May match.  Everyone is invited to bring their extra gear, 

guns, clothes, accessories, and what have you to offer for sale to other match participants.  (Or, as was the case 

last year, anyone who happened to wander through).  As this is the first match following the new shooter class 

on May 6, it’s a good time to offer items a new shooter might 

need.  At present, there are probable commitments for leather 

goods, clothing, guns, and accessories. 

     Also, Miss Fleur de Lis announces her retirement (she’s 

tired!) and desires to part with various gewgaws, furbelows, and 

fandangles.  Be sure to tell your women folks there will be items 

of interest to them.   

March Meeting Notes—3/20/2017 
Attending:  Latigo, Galloping Swede, Angel, Gizzly Bill, Two Gun Montana, Shotgun Keggar, Homestake, 

and He’s No Doc Holliday 

 The RO Classes held on March 18 were deemed a great success. 

 The gun show is April 7 and 8.  The club won’t man it’s table on Sunday as past Sunday results have not 

been very good.  Two Gun Montana (and probably Bugler) will set up and man the table on Friday.  Latigo 

will send out sign up information. 

 The Intro class will be May 6 at 9 am. 

 Grizzly Bill has written the stages for the April Match and Galloping Swede will be match director. 

 The May match will include a swap meet. 

April Meeting Notes—4/17/2017 
Attending:  Angel, Muggins Taylor, Shotgun Kegger, Bugler, Lilly Blossom, Backstrap Bill, Latigo, Gallop-

ing Swede, Grizzly Bill, Homestake Drifter, Colorado Coolade 

 Gun show recruiting was declared a success and the list of potential New Shooters Class attendees was 

divided for reminder calling around April 30th. 

 Setup for the April match will be at 6 pm Friday.  It will consist of 5 stages and a side match stage called 

“25 Seconds or Less.”  Grizzly Bill is the stage writer and Galloping Swede the Match Director. 

 The New Shooters Class will be May 6th at 9 am.   

 Homestake is the stage writer for the May match.  The swap meet should have leather goods, guns, cloth-

ing and jewelry.  Bugler is the stage writer for June and promises innovative side matches. 

 Bugler suggested that perhaps Apache Scout could be commissioned to do a video of club members shoot-

ing, etc. for use in gun show recruiting rather than the national match videos previously used. 

 The club has a new Facebook page at:  .facebook.com/pg/Montana-Territory-Peacemakers 

 Backstrap wanted to mention about 5 things, but could only remember 3.  He will get 5 gallons of flat 

black paint for target painting, as Territorial Governor he thanks the club for the good attendance at the 

RO classes, and he reminded us that the play “The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance” will be at Billings 

Studio Theater in early 2018 and that we should wear our cowboy clothes. 

 The memorial service for Kid Kansas will be held May 5, at 2 pm at First Presbyterian Church on the cor-

ner of 13th and Poly.  Kid Kansas’ wife encourages us to wear our cowboy attire. 

https://m.facebook.com/Montana-Territory-Peacemakers-616880368511665/?ref=page_internal&_rdr
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Backstrap Bill Provides Notes from Territorial  
Governors Meeting 

Blackjack Zak (WR Match Director, Vice Chairman of ROC Presided) 
 
1) Misty Moonshine (SASS CEO) is going to work on consolidating Shooter Handbook, RO I/II Course Materi-
als into ONE book. TGs gave full support and were rather happy!  
 
2) Misty Moonshine revised the RO I course materials and instructor power-point presentation, and is now 
shorter and more efficient with better flow. Misty used the course to teach the RO I at WR for the first time, 
under supervision by Blackjack Zak and Red River Wrangler, and has now been qualified as an RO Instruc-
tor. Congratulations Misty!  
 
3) Reminder: Carpenter pants with a loop (like for a hammer) are legal; Cargo pants are not legal. 
  
4) Reminder: Sewing ammo loops onto shotgun loops is not legal. 
 
5) It was suggested that local clubs encourage new membership as much as possible. One way could be for 
local clubs to allow .22 cal. firearms for shooters who are thinking about shooting CAS who just want to 
try it out until they can commit to purchase legal SASS firearms. This is not for State and above 
matches or annual SASS sanctioned matches. SASS is perfectly OK with this, as a way to encourage new 
shooters who want to “put their toes in the water” and see if CAS is for them. This is NOT another official or 
sanctioned category.  
 
6) Reminder: A shooter may holster revolvers after completing the shooting string of the revolvers, before the 
next type of firearm. E.g.: If stage scenario calls for shooting the revolvers and then the rifle, the first revolver 
can be placed on a table, and then the second revolver can be fired. BOTH revolvers however must be hol-
stered BEFORE the rifle is fired (unless the stage description allows otherwise). If the revolvers are the last 
type of firearm to be used, then they must be holstered at the end of the string. (See definition of “string” in 
the Glossary of Terms) E.g.: If the stage calls for a split revolver (revolver, rifle, revolver) the first revolver 
must be holstered BEFORE the rifle is fired. (The rifle is another/new string) 7) Misty is going to start sending 
monthly emails to TGs in order to facilitate another communication channel to TGs. The ROC will add a 
monthly article with the email that relates to some current or hot topic of CAS rules/issue discussion.  

 
7) Misty is going to start sending monthly emails to TGs in order to facilitate another communication 
channel to TGs. The ROC will add a monthly article with the email that relates to some current or hot 
topic of CAS rules/issue discussion. 
 
8) The ladies equivalent to the Grand Patron category has been officially renamed by SASS to La Patrona, 
effective immediately (as of Winter Range 2017).  
 
9) The Cimarron/Uberti "Rooster Shooter" RS419 Single Action Revolver with factory grips is considered a 
historical firearm production grip, used by a TV Western figure. The grooves on the grips of this firearm 
are not even remotely “grip enhancing” and are therefore, considered SASS legal as approved by the ROC – 
they are a historical embellishment. These particular production grips are only allowed for this particular fire-
arm. Grip enhancements are not allowed.  
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10) Question from the floor: When a Duelist pulls out the 2nd revolver and the 1st revolver is still out with 
live rounds (2 loaded revolvers out at the same time – only legal when in the Gunfighter or B-Western Cate-
gory), can the shooter re-holster the 2nd revolver before shooting any rounds and not get penalized for shoot-
ing out of category?  
 
ROC Reply: In this situation, the shooter may holster one of the firearms to avoid the penalty, up until the 
point when either of the two revolvers is cocked. In other words, unless ONE of the revolvers is cocked, the 
shooter may simply holster one of the revolvers to avoid the penalty. Note: The “2 loaded revolvers out” ruling 
applies to ALL non-Gunfighter/B-Western shooters, not to Duelists exclusively (e.g. a Gunfighter/B-Western 
competitor shooting in a category other than Gunfighter or B-Western who draws both pistols out of habit). 
 
11) Question from the floor: When is the penalty earned in the situation where a cocked revolver is hol-
stered?  
ROC Reply: When hand is off the gun. (Answer was researched in current ROC clarifications and discus-
sions). When a cocked revolver is holstered, and the shooter removes their hand from the grip, the appropri-
ate penalty will apply (can’t be rectified). Whether there is a live round, empty casing or empty chamber is be-
low the cocked hammer is irrelevant – it is the cocked revolver which earns the penalty – SDQ.  
 
12) Reminder: SASS default still applies even if not explicitly stated in the stage scenario. E.g.: If the stage 
scenario calls for hands on hat, hands holding rope, hands touching both sides of window frame, etc., then 
the rest of your body must be at SASS default. You do not have to be looking straight down range. You can 
look down at your firearm.  
 
13) SASS will consider changing the Grand Dame category to something else, if they get suggestions and the 
majority agrees. 
  
14) Question from the floor: Will the ROC consider a penalty for shooters who do not dress to their category 
requirements even after it was discovered they shot all or part of the match without the proper clothing re-
quirements?  
 

ROC Reply: After much discussion, it was stated that match directors need to ensure costume categories 
checks are performed each day of the match either by posse leaders or range masters. Rules and penalties 
already exist for costuming categories, and further rules are not in the best interest of SASS. It’s a question of 
enforcing the rules we already have.  
 
15) Enforceability of rules is a SASS/CAS wide problem. Match Directors, Range Masters and Posse Mar-
shals / Leaders need to enforce rules to maintain a fair and level playing field.  
 
16) Regional changes that were voted upon towards the end of last year will apply for 2018, and will be offi-
cially announced in April. Only those TGs in the affected areas voted in round 2 for their clubs. Option B-2 
was selected, making it 7 SASS regions.  
 
17) Extra: Right after the TG meeting completed, Shamrock Sadie asked Blackjack Zak for clarification of "in 
hands," as there has been a discussion on the TG wire and enforcement at some local matches as if it were a 
“clarified” rule. Blackjack Zak stated that there is no rule or official clarification for "in hands," and that the 
match directors can determine what they want "in hands" to mean for their match. Winter Range 2017, de-
fined "in hands" to be 2 hands (for the rifle and shotgun – hammer down on empty chamber for rifle, and 
open/empty for shotgun) holding the firearm, however they wanted to, without touching the ammo. 


